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Roman Jacobson stated that languages differ not in what they can convey but what they have to convey. Thus English as to refer to either foot or leg while Slavic languages can use нога/noga/noha for both, Mandarin Chinese has to differentiate between younger and older brother (dìdì, 哥哥, and gēgē, 哥) while English covers both with the word brother. These cases exemplify cross-linguistic lexical differences where one cannot establish full equivalence between two languages. In this talk, based on the author’s forthcoming monograph with Cambridge University Press (http://www.cambridge.org/9781107116153), three types of lexical conflict are discussed: zero equivalence (e.g., Nenets тёмба(сы) to hang Dshing nets on a drying rack, Shona kurova guva the ceremony in which the spirit of the deceased is brought home on the anniversary of his/her death), multiple equivalence (the fact that Russian мозг covers brain and spine, or that Yandruwanda uses ngarndri for mother, her sisters, and their daughters), and partial equivalence (e.g., that the desert called floating island is “nothing soup” in Polish, “birds milk” in Romanian, and “snow eggs” in standard German or that one o’clock in the morning in Swahili corresponds to seven a.m. in English. The author builds a taxonomy of these differences and discusses their applied-linguistic ramifications.
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